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Overview
This report covers the third term of this PhD project: the fourteen
weeks from 28th March – 4th July.
Most of my activity can be summarized as:
- Practice, most notably:
• Continuing the Letters of Resignation project with Rohanne, a
choreography course at Siobhan Davies Studios. This
included working with commissioned artists to design,
fabricate and send letters to participants; facilitating online
meetings between participants; liasing and managing relations
between participants and artists and the institutional host
• Spending two weeks in the studio (April and June) at Dance4
– a dance organization in Nottingham with Rohanne to
develop and present a new performance In agreement with
Dance4.
• Painting: For a few weeks, I was doing a painting each day in
dipping inks.
- Writing. Alongside two more of my public monthly letters to my
supervisors, I gave a short presentation at the Dance Research
Matters day-long conference in May at the Center for Dance
Research in Coventry.
- Discursive. This includes: participation in reading groups (or other
regular meetings with other PhD students), monthly meetings with
my supervisors, or learning contexts (such as four sessions antiracism training I accessed through Chisenhale Dance Space
during this term), and weekly programming team meetings at
Sadlers Wells Theatre (the institutional partner for this PhD
project). Things that aren’t really about doing as much as listening
and talking and thinking.

- Reading. Various texts relevant to the PhD research. And also
attending performances, exhibitions, lectures and online talks.
- Admin, such as mornings of just dealing with emails; competing
extensive monitoring forms for the university. It’s a bit of a humble
of things, and I wonder if it’s a bit of a judgement category: it’s stuff
that I don’t think deserves that title of ‘practice’, or ‘writing’, or
‘discursive’ – I quietly resent the work and don’t feel like it opens
up my thinking .
I planned to take between six weeks of holiday during this academic
year – with one or two weeks holiday between each term. However, I
decided in March to carry on working from term 2 straight into term 3
without a break. I was rushing to finish my RDCom2 form before I
started a residency at Dance4 (I never actually got it done). I then
took two weeks ‘off’ in the middle of this term to work on a long-term
project (a large-scale performance with playwright Andrew Edwards)
that Rohanne and I have currently decided is unrelated to the PhD.
The title of this term – Clarity and Bullshit – follows from the
frustration with ‘admin’, and institutional channels of communication
more broadly. This appears in my supervision letter in April, where I
write about trying to justify my work within the university’s structures
of evaluation; and then very differently in the conference in May, in
which I questioned how rhetorics of ‘decolonization’ were being used
around the field of practice-as-research. I’m interested in institutional
structures, and when they are perceived to tip into ‘bureaucracy’ – the
desire or promise of being able to cut through them, and just name or
get on with what’s really happening.
Output
The most significant ‘output’ of this term are:

- Letters of Resignation, a choreography course at Siobhan Davies
Studios for 15 participants. The course proper finished near the
end of June, and in the months since we have put together a
digital zine that collects materials from commissioned artists and
participants.
- A short presentation at Dance Research Matters, a one-day event
organized at the Center for Dance Research in Coventry. I was
part of the post-graduate and early career researcher panel at the
end of the day. I spoke about the organizing work I had done at
Roehampton during the year to protest the cuts to the Arts and
Humanities department. I then considered what it means to ‘fight
for’ the university; in what way does dance research actually
matter? I questioned how the rhetorics of ‘decolonization’ have
been used by practice-as-research scholars in order to make
dance research ‘matter’, and called for a more active and critical
engagement of the neocolonial structures that permeate UK
universities today. You can listen to the talk here:
https://www.chattingtanum.info/phd
- The performance of In agreement with Dance4, on the 1st July at
Dance4, Nottingham. It was a pretty intimate audience – maybe
around 15 people. This is as much to do with safety precautions
around ‘post’-pandemic live events, as it is about the sturcutre of
the piece, which invites an set of unofficial stakeholders into an
evening of discussion, drinks and dancing. Alongside the beautiful
photo-document by Adam Grainger at the start of this document,
you can read a very generous (and unprompted!) public reflection
on the evening by Rachel Parry on her Instagram here.
- Letters to supervisors. I wrote two letters to my supervisors, giving
an update on my current activity and preoccupations in this term.
They are meant to be monthly, but I only did April and May – June
was a bit of a write-off.
Finances

The annual stipend of this PhD is £17,285, which breaks down into
£4321.25 per term. My collaborator Rohanne Udall and I split this
money according to how much time we spend doing ‘PhD-relevant’
work.
I’ve written about this financial model – and its complexities and
failures – extensively in previous semester reports. Alongside the
continuing situation of Rohanne’s time on the Letters project being
remunerated through her salaried role at Siobhan Davies Studios, the
main difference this term is that some activity – In agreement with –
was tied into a grant from Arts Council England that Rohanne and I
had successfully written across winter.
As my PhD is publicly funded, Rohanne and I felt extremely
uncomfortable accepting ‘double-funding’ for these two weeks of
studio work on the piece. We decided that – on paper – one of us
would be paid to be there according to our standard daily-rate for our
funded projetcs (£140 per person per day, £700 for a week), and the
other would be covered by the PhD – but then we’d hash out the
actual numbers and how that’s split according to this system we’re
developing.
The numbers:
- With each day divided into 3 ‘sessions’ (morning, afternoon,
evening), this term I undertook 147 sessions of work ‘relevant’ to the
PhD. Rohanne did 64 sessions; 34 of which fell under the remit of her
job at Siobhan Davies Studios.
- The PhD stipend is tax-free. And so to simplify our calculations, we
calculated how much Rohanne is paid per session with her takehome / post-tax salary: £19944.96 per annum. Working 46 weeks of
the year, and 4 days a week (and in reality, with two extra evenings)
this amounts to 10 sessions a week; £43.36 a ‘session’.
- Therefore alongside the PhD stipend, there is an ‘income’ of 34
sessions @£43.136per session, £1474.19. We can add to this one

person being paid for 2 weeks of studio time from the Arts Council
England bid, which is £140 x 5 x 2 = £1400. So the total income is
£4321.25 + £1474.19 + £1400 = £7195.44.
- Expenses came to £363.37 (covering books, art materials, and train
fair down to London to visit Sadlers Wells). This does not include
expenses relating to Letters of Resignation – as that was directly
covered by Siobhan Davies Studios – or relating to In Agreement
With (most notably a commissioning fee for composer Gareth Cutter),
which was similarly covered by the Arts Council budget. Total income
minus expenses comes to £6832.07.
- With 147 sessions of work undertaken by Paul, and 64 by Rohanne,
this breaks down as £4,759.79 for Paul and £2072. 29 for Rohanne.
- This sum corresponds to £32.38 per ‘session’ of work; £64.76 for a
day of work (morning and afternoon, with evening off); and £323.80
per week (5 days of work with 2 days of weekend). This is a
significant jump from last term’s rate (£25.34 per session). I put this
down to the following:
o tshe injection of cash from ACE (the PhD rate is half of the
day rate we pay ourselves and collaborators – but freelance
rates never really cover the actual time cost of projects).
o Rohanne spent more of her salaried time this term working
on the PhD – 34 sessions, rather than 24. Her salary drags
the average up higher (although the keen-eyed of you might
have seen that we’ve calculated she does two evenings of
extra unpaid work this term as opposed to the estimated
single evening per week last term).
o my PhD expenses dropped this term by about half, as I
stopped seeing my therapist (which was £40 for each weekly
session).

I’m curious about this financial system. Perhaps less about it’s
viability as a model, and more about what questions it provokes as a
gesture. What kinds of ethical relations are manifested in seemingly
impersona; institutional structures of remunderation? In this coming
academic year, Rohanne and I will be devoting one term to trialling
this financial model with a wider group of collaborators, and seeing
how that pans out.
I also appreciate how it’s required Rohanne and I to keep a close
track of our time and commitments across the year, and continually
ask questions of what we deem to be relevant work to the PhD. For
next semester’s evaluation, I think I’ll make a break down of my time
across different activities (practice, writing, discursive, etc.)

